Vineyard Tying Tool
Marienberg offers different tools and supplies for plant tutoring and tying as agricultural
tapes and ties, staples and blades. Our Vineyard Tying Tool is an efficient fastener: it does
its job five times faster than manually, considerably reducing operational costs for our
clients.

General Characteristics
▸ Light and easy to use.
▸ Sturdy.
▸ Saves time while tying the plant in a secure manner.
▸ Excellent value for your money.
▸ The tool cuts the tape around the plant and the wire efficiently staples it.
▸ Our Vineyard Tying Tool includes staples and cutting blades.

Main Uses
It is used to tie all types of plants to stakes, wires and tutors. A perfect method to tie
branches to wires and to tutor any other plant that requires support or a growth guide.

Standard Technical Specifications
Dimensions (mm)
Model*
604E–L

Height

Weight
Staples
(gr)

Width Length

158

29

342

510

172

Tying size
(mm ø)
Max. 45 × Parallel 20

* Check user manual for more details.

604E–L Staples
Dimensions (mm)
Core

Width

Thickness

Height

Presentation
(staples/box)

0.5

6

0.6

4

4,800

Vineyard Tying Tool Tape
Dimensions
Width
(mm)

Lenght
(m)

Reel
weight
(kg)

10

1,000

2

Presentation
(reels/bag)

Capacity
(m/kg)

Color

10

500

Blue

Complementary Products
Tomato Twine ∙ Orthopedic Flat Tape ∙ INIA Tape ∙ Anti–Aphid Net
Windbreak Netting ∙ Fruit Drying Mat ∙ Raschel Mesh Bags ∙ Shade
Cloth Clasps ∙ Shade Cloth Twine ∙ Weed Mat (Ground Cover) ∙ Anti–
Hail Net ∙ Strapping.

¿Why choose Marienberg?

ISO 9001:2015

BUREAU VERITAS
Certification

▸ First–class service that will find solutions tailored to your needs.
▸ Robust, durable industrial products, widely and successfully tested
in the market and throughout our history.
▸ Our high–capacity production factory allows us to be flexible and
adjust to the clients’ requirements requirements in delivery time,
quantity and quality.
▸ Our strict process control system ensures high quality production
results.
▸ For over 80 years, family owned and operated Chilean company
with global reach and world–renowned products.
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